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The following result is proved: Consider a random graph on n vertices where each ?‘zitex 
chooses randomIy a set of c neigh~rs. If c 26, then the graph has a l-factor, with 
probability + 1 as tt ---, ~0. 
The probabilistic study of random graphs was shaped by the Erdijs-R6nyi 
sequence of papers [I, 2,3]. Global properties such as connectivity, one-factor, 
hamiltonian path [4] were correlated with the edge probability, or the total 
number of edges. 
T~ically, one considers spaces of graphs on yt vertices, like G&, where all 
edge-occurrences are independent events with probability p. One seeks a 
threshold function p(n) for a given property A. Upon crossing threshold, the 
asymptotic probability (limit as YE --, 00) for the property jumps from 0 to 1. 
The threshold for connectivity and one-factor coincides with tha. of the local 
property “G has no isolate vertices”. Thus a balanced distribution of edges 
among vertices (which gives a positive min valency) is perhaps better correlated 
with connectivity-related properties than edge ~robab~ity. Such considerations 
led us to the study of random graphs in the sraces ~~~~!, c) defined below. 
e n labelled vertices. 
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digraphs in (n, c), which yield G upon erasing the directions of edges. Viewing 
the digraphs of as the atoms of the ty space, and eat 
multiplet of at0 is convenient for est robab ihties in LTD. 
t is easy to establish that in UD(n, c), c a 2, 
Prob(G is disconnected) = o( 4.) as n -+ do, (1) 
in fact it is Q(n -c/2); the proof is similar to (5) below. en lim Prob(non A) = 0 
as ~2 + m, we say that property A holds (asymptotically) ti1 most surely (ab- 
breviated! to a.s.). 
Next to connectedness, it is usually easy to treat the property of a perfect 
tching in a bipartite graph on sets A, B of vertices, A n 8 = 8, IA i = 1 
ges can connect only a E A to 6 E B. A perfect matching is a set of n 
incident on all 2n vertices. A random bipartite graphs space is obtained by letting 
each vertex in one set choose randomly c neighbors in the other set. Walkup [S] 
proved indeed that if c B 2, 
lim Prob(G has a perfect matching) = 1. 
na 
(2) 
A one:-factor in a general graph G of n vertices (n even) is a subgraph M of &: 
edges incident on all n vertices. Clearly A4 is regular of degree 1. A subgraph M 
which is regular of degree k and spanning (i.e. incident on all vertices of G) is 
called a k-factor. A one-factor is also called a complete matching. However, 
compared to complete matching in bipartite graphs, the characterization of this 
proper@ for general graphs and its probabilistic analysis are much harder, as 
noted by Erdos-Rknyi [3], and evidenced by the following theorem. 
[ 51. A graph G has a one-factor iJ and only if upon deleting an 
arbitraq set R of I’ vertices of G (B = 0, 1,2, . . .) the remaining raph G* has less 
than (a + 1) connected components of odd size. 
Our main result is: 
(n, c), G does not con.tk t Q one-factor) = 0. 
t P c == 6 the? probaClity is 
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We use Tutte’s theorem as follows: 
L,. ( I) a set vertices, the 
graph 6” s than 1 connected 
e shall prove, by considering four separate ranges of r, that 
(Vr) L, as. 
For PI 8 = $3 the event “ is not connected to ” in the digraph space 
D(n, c) is the independent product of “each x E makes no choice in I?” and 
“each y E B makes no choice in M” (sometimes only one side is used). When 
x E V has to take k out of c choices from a restricted set A, IAl = a, the 
probability is estimated by 
(using II instead of n - 1 here is (3 convenient slight abuse which clearly has no 
effect). 
. Let K = 1 +ec3. Let A be a set of vertices, a = \A1 s &K. 7’hen as. there is 
a vertex in A which made at least (c - 2) choices from V\A (V is the set 02” vertices 
of GJ. 
Indeed consider the event 
EO: (3A, IAl s n/K) (each v E .A chose 3 or more vertices in A) 
(n-2c3a3)a = o(nw2), 
[il+"::3)21 
= O(n-‘), any r> 0. 
. ti0r c 3 5 (Vr, dog n) (L,) a.s. 
e first note that if one deletes r vertices t < log n, then a.s. G* has at most 
one iorq3onent of siz erle were two, one of t 
would be of size m, n 
1: there is a corn 
S ?n <$(:: - T) 9 
Then is not connected in ence 
Each term in the sum is estimated by 
Xf c S= 3, clearly each term and the whole sum decrease x~onentiaI~y with tz. 
To prove Claim I, we note that if G * has r + 1 components, Fof them have ;ize 
at most raf#. By Claim 0, each one of them contains a vertex which made c - 2 of 
Its original choices qutside the component-hence necessarily in R. Thus iet 
E{: (3 sets A, R, IAl = IRIslog n) (each vertex of A made c-2 
choices in R) 
No more than K components are of size larger than n/K. If G* had more than r 
components, at least r--K of them have sizes bounded by PI/K. Using Cfaim 0 
agains (as in the proof of Claim I), fet 
E2: (3 sets A,R,IAI=r-K,lffl=r,logn~ranllB’,) 
(each vertex of A made (c - 2) choices in R) l 
k-arl+K)-K I r-K 
s 
f ,( 
ec 2r L 
t I) 
) CM, 
pt 
e2c2 r 
s 
( > 
-- 
1+e2c2 
(1 + e2c2)2Ke” =O( 112-9, 
r>logn 
upon setting r/n G K;? 
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Assume 6* has r + components Cj,ICj(=Cj, l~j~r+l, and ~SC~GC~S 
. . * 6 cr+l. 
i-1 i 
Ci c?rp 
Clearly j 52 $r, so cj G 2 (else C q =+ n). Let = Ui-1 Ci* Then 
), n--+2K,~b=~B~~r.--$~, 
while M and B are not connected in 6. 
B satisfy (3,4) and are not connected In G), 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
The range of m is ovez 2K1 numbers (3). If r = pn, then m -#n, n - m = 
( 1 - @)n, etc. The corresponding term in (5) can be estimated (if c = 6) by 
2 H(P)n+H(8/(1_8/2))(1--B/2)n 3 (2p)3Sn (I_ $p)6(1-3W)n, 
WP) = -p log, p - (1 - p, log2 (1 - p). 
The estimate gives an exponential decrease for l/K, s @ G$ (the largest terms are 
for #3 = 3). 
Otherwise, we have the event &: in a set of r vertices no two are connected. 
has exponential decrease, since ($)” > 3e. 
(n, kc), c 2 6, there are k i~de~e~de~t 
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